
Appendix 6 

Prayer in the small group 
By Tony Payne 

What follows is a set of notes that formed the basis of a training presentation for 

home group leaders. 

1. How or what? 
• When we turn to the Bible, we find very little on the nuts and bolts of 

how to pray. Nothing much on posture, on length of time, on when 

and where, on the rituals that should accompany it, and so on. 

• We do find some important indications of how: such as that prayer is 

always verbal-words; that it is conducted with a humble confidence 

in our access to God's throne, as his sons; that it takes place by and 

in the work of the Spirit in us; that we should pray through Jesus the 

Son to the Father; and that we should accompany our prayers with 

thanksgivings for all the benefits and blessings we receive. 

• But very little is given on the detail. No precise formula or technique. 

Which may disappoint us-but shouldn't surprise us. It's about a 

relationship with God not a technique! And this should also delight 

us, not only because a personal relationship is so much better than a 

mechanical manipulation through certain techniques, but because of 

the freedom! We can pray in all sorts of ways and times and places. In 

all sorts of circumstances. Everywhere and at all times. 

• Interestingly, when the disciples ask Jesus to teach them to pray, he 
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doesn't give them instructions on the technique of how to pray, so 

much as telling them what to pray. 

• In fact, the how of prayer in the Bible is largely the same as the what. 

• And this is largely the problem for us and for our groups as well, is it 

not? What to pray for! 

• The typical small group: you get to the prayer time, and go round 

the group for prayer points-wise use of time; my quiet time; work, 

which is stressful; sickness; little hassles of life; some trouble that 

has come up (e.g. family problems); etc. You want it to be better than 

this-but you still want to be able to share and pray for anything. 

Here's a helpful way to think about it. The desires of God and the anxieties 

oflife ... 

2. The desires of God 

"If you then, who are evil, know how to give good gifts to your 

children, how much more will your Father who is in heaven give good 

things to those who ask him!" (Matt TH) 

Our heavenly Father is more than willing to give us good things-but what 

are the good things he wants to give us? If we knew that, we could pray with 

great confidence, and expect him to answer in the affirmative. 

In other words, if we knew what was on God's agenda, what his will for 

us was, what his priorities and plans were-what his desires for us were

then those should surely dominate our prayers. 

How would we discover the desires of God, the things that he really 

wants to give us? 

There are several ways. 

a. Look at his revealed plans 

First we should thank our Father that we are not in the dark as to his plans; 

as to what he's doing; what his 'to do' list is. It's revealed in the gospel of 

Jesus Christ, and in the New Testament that teaches it. 

• We could look at Bible passages like Ephesians 1:1-14, which majesti-
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cally summarizes what God is up to in the world-that from before the 

foundation of the world he has been working to save and redeem and 

adopt as his own sons his chosen people, that they might be united 

together under one head, Christ. In fact, this is his big goal for 

everything: that everything in heaven and earth be united under Christ. 

• Or 1 Thessalonians 5:23-24: "Now may the God of peace himself 

sanctify you completely, and may your whole spirit and soul and body 

be kept blameless at the coming of our Lord Jesus Christ. He who 

calls you is faithful; he will surely do it. " 

• Or 2 Thessalonians 1:n-12: "To this end we always pray for you, that 

our God may make you worthy of his calling and may fulfil every 

resolve for good and every work of faith by his power, so that the name 

of our Lord Jesus may be glorified in you, and you in him, according 

to the grace of our God and the Lord Jesus Christ." God's desire is that 

the Lord Jesus be glorified in everything we do: in our daily wallc, in 

every work of faith. 

• Or Matthew 6:25-34: God's priority is the kingdom; that's what's really 

important, so we should seek that first, rather than running around 

stressing about what to eat or what to wear. 

• By looking at these and similar Bible passages, we can see what is 

on God's heart; what he works and plans for; and what he is always 

willing and ready to do in our own lives if we would ask him. 

b. Look at his promises 

We can see much the same thing by looking at his many wonderful prom

ises, which show what he wants to give us and guarantee that he will give it. 

When God gives a clear promise, then we can call upon him to fulfil it. 

• Romans 10:1} "For 'everyone who calls on the name of the Lord will 

be saved' ." 

• Acts 10:4} "To him all the prophets bear witness that everyone who 

believes in him receives forgiveness of sins through his name." 

• 1 Corinthians 10:1} "No temptation has overtaken you that is not 

common to man. God is faithful, and he will not let you be tempted 
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beyond your ability, but with the temptation he will also provide the 

way of escape, that you may be able to endure it." 

• James 1:5: "If any of you lacks wisdom, let him ask God, who gives 

generously to all without reproach, and it will be given him." 

• And so on, and so forth. We can pray the promises of God with 

confidence. And indeed we should. 

c. look at his commands 

• We can also pray confidently for the things that God commands, 

because we know that he obviously wants those things to happen. In 

commanding something, he reveals his will, his desires, his agenda. 

• So pray the Ten Commandments. Pray for God's Spirit to write these 

onto your heart in their New Covenant application, and lead you to 

do them. 

• Or take a passage such as this: 

Therefore be imitators of God, as beloved children. And walk in 

love, as Christ loved us and gave himself up for us, a fragrant 

offering and sacrifice to God. 

But sexual immorality and all impurity or covetousness 

must not even be named among you, as is proper among saints. 

Let there be no filthiness nor foolish talk nor crude joking, 

which are out of place, but instead let there be thanksgiving. 

(Ephp-4) 

There's about a week's worth of quiet times right there-those things 

God is wanting and indeed commanding us to do, and which we 

struggle to do. 

d. look at the prayers of Scripture 

You want to know what God really wants you to pray for, and which he longs 

to give you? Look at all the templates he has given you, the examples of godly 

prayer that are full of God's desires and will: 

• look at the prayers of Jesus in John 17 and Mark 14. 

• Look at the prayers of Paul, especially the magnificent ones at the 
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opening of Colossians and Philippians, and about halfway through 

Ephesians. 

• Or look at the prayers of the OT saints in Nehemiah 9, Daniel 9 or 

David's prayers in the psalms, such as Psalm 51. 

• Perhaps most of all, look at the model prayer that Jesus gave us: the 

Lord's Prayer. Note how focused the prayer is on the coming kingdom, 

and on the work of that kingdom in the world now. Use the Lord's 

Prayer as a model for your prayers-mull over each petition, and 

expand it into prayers for all manner of things . 

e. Pray the Scriptures 

Any passage of Scripture will reveal God's mind to us, and shape our prayers. 

• See Luther's book written for his barber: A Simple Way to Pray. 

• Luther read the Lord's Prayer, the Ten Commandments, or indeed 

any psalm or part of Scripture and after considering what it is that 

the Scripture is instructing or urging or teaching, he turned it into: a 

thanksgiving, a confession, a prayer. 

• Take the little passage in 1 Corinthians 1:10-17- Read it, and show how 

it can be a thanksgiving, a confession and a prayer. 

• This is a great model for personal prayer-but obviously also for our 

small groups. Study a passage, and then pray it together. Find things 

to thank God for, to confess and to pray-for each other and for others . 

3. The anxieties of life 
And so we are instructed in the desires of God, and these should shape and 

dominate our prayers. 

But what of those things about which the Bible is silent? The things that 

happen to us day by day? What we might call the anxieties oflife? 

Well, the Bible is not silent about them either. It tells us that we should 

bring them to God. Quite clear: "do not be anxious about anything, but in 

everything by prayer and supplication with thanksgiving let your requests be 

made known to God" (Phil 4:6). 

So how do we do this? What do we pray for in these circumstances? 
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a. With a Christian mind 

The way we think about thin gs will reflect our renewed mind. Becoming a 

Christian in volves a change of m ind-not just decisively in rejecting the big 

lie of independence and idola try, and embracing the truth of God an d Christ 

-but an ongoing transformation of our mind. 

Do not be conformed to this world, but be transformed by the renewal 

of your mind, that by testing you may discern what is the will of God, 

what is good and acceptalble and perfect. (Rom 12:2) 

Finally, b rothers, wh atever is true, whatever is honourable, whatever 

is just, whatever is pure, whatever is lovely, whatever is commendable, 

if there i s any excellence, if there is anything worthy of praise, think 

about these things . (Phil 4 :8) 

The way we pray for things, th e way we approach the troubles and issues and 

anxieties oflife, will be shaped by how much our Christian mind has devel

oped- that is, how much our thoughts, beliefs, and knowledge have been 

transformed so as to reflect God's mind. 

And so, for example, when we pray for someone who is sick or undergoing 

trial: 
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• Pray not just for their h ealing and deliverance but because we've come 

to appreciate that godliness and holiness, being transformed into the 

liken ess of our Saviour, is ultimately more important than health 

or ease or comfort, we'll also pray that the person be transformed 

through the experience. 

• But because we'll never know fully, and never be fully renewed this 

side of glory, we should still pray 'if it be thy will' when God hasn't 

revealed what he want s us to pray for. 

• If he has revealed his will (e.g. don't commit adultery), then it's 

pointless and grossly disobedient and faithless to pray, "Lord, I'm not 

sure whether you want me to commit adultery with Jack, and I'm not 

sure what the right thing to do is , but I commit this to you, 'Your will 

be done! '" 

• But when God h asn't revealed or promised us something, we have to 
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leave it in his sovereign care. I was taught that "If it be thy will" was 

a faithless unbelieving prayer! Strange, since it was the Lord's prayer 

(Luke 22:42)! 

b. None too big or small 

The second thing to note: 

• No anxiety about anything (Phil 4:6). 

• We can and should pour out all our anxieties and worries before our 

Father, because he cares for us: "Humble yourselves, therefore, under 

the mighty hand of God so that at the proper time he may exalt you, 

casting all your anxieties on him, because he cares for you" (1 Pet 5:6-7). 

• Nothing too small (hairs on head). 

• Nothing too big (is anything impossible with God?). 

c. With thanksgiving 

Thirdly, as we pour them out, it's with thanksgiving: " ... do not be anxious 

about anything, but in everything by prayer and supplication with thanksgiv

ing let your requests be made known to God" (Phil +6). 

Not only is it positive and uplifting to our anxious spirits to remember 

all that God has blessed us with and give thanks to him-not only does it 

refocus our minds on the goodness of God and stop us feeling sorry for 

ourselves-but also it's a further expression of trust: that we know that God 

will do what's best for us, even when we don't know what to pray. And so we 

thank him. 

d. God lmows 

The fourth and final thing to remember when we're praying about life's suf

fering and anxieties, and aren't even sure what to pray for, is that God knows 

us, and dwells with us, and understands even better than we do what is 

going on. 

I think that's the meaning of those enigmatic verses in Romans 8: 

Likewise the Spirit helps us in our weakness. For we do not know 

what to pray for as we ought, but the Spirit himself intercedes for us 

with groanings too deep for words. And he who searches hearts 
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knows what is the mind of the Spirit, because the Spirit intercedes for 

the saints according to the will of God. (vv. 26-27) 

This doesn't say that the Spirit tells us what to pray for, or even that he edits 

or fixes up our prayers, like a filter, and sends them off to God in better 

shape. It simply means that God by his own Spirit dwells within us, and so 

God speaks to God on our behalf. 

4. Practical suggestions 
So in terms of your small groups, what you want to do is: 

• Make sure your prayers focus on the desires of God, not just your own 

anxieties, troubles and trivial concerns. 

• At the same time, allow room for anxieties, troubles and trivial concerns 

to be brought before the Father who cares for us in everything, with 

thanks giving. 

As a regular pattern each week, try the pattern of Luther. His barber asked 

him how to pray. After the passage, ask: From this passage ... 

• What can we give thanks for? 

• What sin should we confess? 

• What does it tell us about the desires of God to inform our prayers? 

The things God really wants us to pray for? 

And then pray. And then ask: 

• Are there are any other anxieties or troubles or concerns that people 

want to bring before God? 

And pray again. Which of course means leaving enough time to pray! T1y to 

vary it-have one week a month that concentrates on prayer: 

• Take a week where you don't have a long study but simply read a 

classic passage, and then ask Luther's three questions, and then 

spend quite some time in prayer. 

• Then break into smaller groups of three for sharing particular causes 

of thanksgiving, anxieties and praying. 
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Start the evening with prayer. Talk about troubles and anxieties at the start: 

have each person share one thanksgiving and one anxiety-and then pray. 

And pray again after the Bible study for matters that arise from the study. 
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Appendix 7 

More thoughts about prayer in 
small groups 
By Ian Carmichael 

Continue steadfastly in prayer, being watchful in it with thanksgiving. 

(Col 4:2) 

This verse appears at the top of the weekly prayer list we use at our team 

meetings at Matthias Media. Why? Well, sometimes prayer seems like a joy. 

But quite often it doesn't; it feels like hard work and it is tempting to skip it. 

That's why Colossians +2 is such a useful reminder. 

It's not a difficult verse to understand, is it? But let me make a few 

observations I hope might help us in applying it to our home groups. 

"Continue steadfastly" 
These words imply that significant effort is required to keep praying. As 

Peter O'Brien puts it (in his Word Biblical Commentary): "Here the injunc

tion suggests determination in prayer, with the resolve not to give up (Luke 

11:5-13) or grow weary (Luke 18:1-8)" .S 

I'm glad to say that prayer seems to be a pretty fixed item on the weekly 

agenda of our home groups-and thankfully I've not really heard of any 

groups ending up not praying at all. But nonetheless it is easy for prayer to 

5 Peter O' Brien, Colossians-Philemon, Word Bibli ca l Commentary, vol. 44, Thomas Nelson, Da llas, 

2002, p. 238. 
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become brief and superficial. Or for it to get squeezed out because the Bible 

study goes a bit long and we're all getting a bit tired. 

God is calling on us to make prayer a priority, so maybe that means 

praying before the Bible study sometimes. (But be disciplined and don't 

squeeze out hearing from God's word regularly either.) And maybe, for you 

as leader, it means putting preparation into the prayer time just like you do 

for the study time, so that you can lead people in 'watchful' and 'thankful' 

prayer. 

"in prayer" 
What we are to continue in is prayer-not collecting up prayer points! Too 

often we spend more time in our home groups going around the room shar

ing prayer points than we do actually praying to our heavenly Father. Although 

giving people the chance to share personal concerns is important, so is pray

ing together. With a little bit of thought, both are possible. Here are a few 

suggestions: 

• Set up an online weekly prayer point register6 and send an email or 

SMS reminder for group members to add their prayer points before 

you meet together. Then print off the list for eve1yone and pass it 

round at the group, giving people a few minutes to read through 

and ask any questions. The advantage of this is that those who miss 

the session can add their points and also see what other people are 

asking for prayer about. You can also encourage group members to 

take the list home and pray again later in the week for each other. But 

make sure you set some appropriate guidelines for .your group about 

confidentiality when committing prayer points in writing. 

• My observation is that men have more trouble thinking of prayer 

points . So give them some help and focus their thoughts on particular 

things. For example: 

• Something I need to pray about from the study ... 

• A missiona1y I'd like to pray for .. . 

6 E. g. a shared Google Drive or Dropbox document. 
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• A workmate I'd like to share the gospel with ... 

• A family member I'm concerned about... 

If you're using the online register idea, you could set up some of these 

as template prayer points to prompt people. 

• Rather than share and pray in a big group, break up into prayer 

triplets or pairs (keeping them the same for a month at a time to 

build relationship). Rather than ten people sharing and it taking half 

an hour, this means two or three people sharing for ten minutes or 

so, leaving more time to pray-and also less chance someone's prayer 

points will be forgotten. 

• In a big group, ask people to pray, rather than just share, their own 

prayer points. Although it's nice to have someone else pray about my 

personal prayer points, if there is a strong sense that my brothers 

and sisters are praying with me, not much is lost by combining the 

sharing of prayer points process and the praying into one activity. 

But make sure there is a hearty 'Amen' said to affirm people in their 

prayers. 

"being watchful in it" 
This phrase might remind you a little of the Lord Jesus' instruction to his 

disciples to "watch and pray" and "stay awake" (Mark 14:38; Luke 21:34-36; 

Mark 13:32-37). It may have connotations of being watchful for the Lord 

Jesus' return, but it certainly indicates that we need to be alert to kingdom 

matters and spiritual dangers-in other words, praying with our eyes wide 

open. (Not necessarily literally, of course.) 

That again should shape the way our home groups pray. As the leader, 

how are you going to encourage people to pray beyond themselves and their 

material needs? How do we ensure we pray for wider gospel concerns? And 

how will your prayers flow out of what God has been saying to you in the 

passage you have just been studying? 
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"with thanksgiving" 
Focusing our minds on what God has done for us already (as opposed to 

what we are asking him to do) will inevitably lead us to thanksgiving. So 

rather than just putting together a list of petitions to present to God, take the 

time to think and list out ways that God has blessed us-and be sure to 

thank him for these things. (If you're using the online prayer register docu

ment described above, maybe have a section specifically set up for people to 

add their points of thanksgiving.) 

In our brief family prayer times (generally after dinner) we go around 

the table and quickly share two things: something to give thanks for and 

something (or someone) to pray for. We find it a helpful practice, and maybe 

it's one you could use in your home group (or the pairs and triplets in your 

group) . 

One final piece of advice: the prayer life of your group will tend to reflect 

th.e health of your own personal prayer life as leader. So if this is an area you 

struggle in, share that struggle with someone (perhaps another home group 

leader or your pastor) who can help you and pray for you and encourage you 

to pursue faithfulness in this key area. 

Originally published at GoThereFor.com and repr oduced here with permission. 

Available online: www.gotherefor.com/offer.php?intid=29767 
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Appendix 8 

Praying out loud: some practical tips 
By Carmelina Read 

It's good for people to pray out loud in our small groups: for encouragment, 

modelling, and sharing our struggles. What I want to do here is outline a 

few ideas to help draw people out a little, and help them gain the skills to 

pray out loud. 

Explain Christian prayer 
We often take it for granted that everyone knows what Christian prayer is 

about, but it's now less and less likely that people have had modelled to them 

what it is to pray to a living God in a personal way with assurance that he 

hears. It's worth explaining a few fundamentals such as: 

• Even though other people are listening to our prayer, we're praying to 

God. That's why we pray "Dear God". 

• The Bible teaches us that through his death and resurrection, Jesus 

has made it possible for us to pray (Heb 10:19-21) so that's why we 

close our prayers with something like "In Jesus' name we pray". 

• Jesus' death and resurrection have given us access to the throne room 

of God, so we can be sure God hears our prayers and we can approach 

God with confidence (Heb 10 :19-21). That's why we don't need to 

impress God with fancy words. 

• Because of Jesus, we don't pray to a distant God- we pray to God as 

our Father (Rom 8:15; Gal 4:6), so we can pray "Dear heavenly Father". 
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• We close with the word 'amen' as a way of inviting others to affirm 

our prayers and say they agree. Saying amen at the end of the prayer is 

also a great way for us to encourage a new person in the group. 

• When we pray on our own, we use the word T. But in a group setting, 

we're inviting others to pray with us and to say amen to our prayers . 

So that's why we pray using the word 'we'. For example, "We pray for 

June's mum-please help her to recover quickly from her surge1y". 

• Because we're praying in a group setting, it's important to pray with 

a clear and fairly loud voice rather than a whisper. This is especially 

important for people who are used to changing their tone of voice 

or lowering their voice when they pray. Some people have grown up 

thinking this is more respectable to God. But whispering makes it 

hard for others to hear, especially if you have hearing impaired people 

in your group, mothers with little babies, or you meet in a noisy 

environment. 

You'll be surprised how much more comfortable some people feel to pray 

out loud once they understand these basic elements of prayer. It's like giving 

them the club T-shirt so they feel part of the group. 

Model short and simple prayers 
Jesus warns us not to pray with "empty phrases", "many words", and "long 

prayers" for pretence, thinking that this is what will impress God (Matt 6:7-8; 

Mark 12:40). This doesn't mean long prayers are never okay. But it's worth 

making a conscious effort to model to others that short prayers with simple 

words are not simply adequate, but heard by God just as much as longer 

prayers. This is especially important with people who struggle with English, 

literacy, and concentration (for example, some who are ill or elderly) . Long 

prayers with complicated words or Christian jargon make it very hard for 

people to understand and follow along. And if that happens, it defeats the 

purpose of praying out loud together. 

Here are some examples of short, simple prayers: 
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Dear God, thank you for our time together today. Help us believe that 

your word is living and active. As we study the Bible this morning, 

give us understanding so that we may love Jesus more and more. 

Dear heavenly Father, we praise you that because of Jesus , you forgive 

us our sin. When we feel like our sin is too bad to be forgiven, help us 

to remember that Jesus' death is the perfect sacrifice for all our sin. 

Naturally, it's hard to always pray at a level that everyone will understand, 

especially if there are non-Christians or new Christians in our group. 

Sometimes, this creates opportunities for explanation or to make a time to 

catch up over a meal or a coffee. But if you know your sheep, then you can 

cater the prayer times so that they don't feel excluded by lack of understand

ing, or overcome with anxiety that they can't pray with the 'sophistication' of 

the rest of the group. 

Teaching and praying and speaking in such a way that people can under

stand is a biblical principle that Paul explains clearly in 1 Corinthians 14. In 

this chapter, Paul commands the gathering church to conduct their activities 

in an orderly manner, ensuring one person speaks at a time and that tongues 

and prophecy must always be interpreted so that the whole church is built 

up. This is why Paul says that words that are not understandable exclude the 

outsider and hinder a person from understanding God. 

Give people the opportunity to prepare their prayer beforehand 
If someone's shy or English isn't their first language, they often find it hard 

to pray on the spot. Try suggesting they prepare the opening/ closing prayer 

during the week and offer to read it through and help them with their 

English expression. Make sure you say positive encouraging comments, 

especially if you do need to correct an aspect of the prayer. 

Once someone is willing to pray, it's helpful to ask if praying first will 

help them feel less nervous . For some people, having to wait until last makes 

them very anxious. 
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Prepare a selection of Scripture-based prayers 
Write out a few prayers based on the Bible, print them out and ask each 

member of the group to ch oos e one to pray out loud at the end of your Bible 

study time. You could also write prayers that reflect the words and teaching 

of the study you are covering that day. 

This method has the added bonus of teaching people to pray scripturally 

based prayers and to expand -what they pray about. Paul's prayers are often 

long and complex and could be too hard for some in your group. Personally, 

I find them hard to pray all in one go because his knowledge of God is so 

deep. But don't abandon Paw 's prayers altogether-break them down and 

paraphrase them if you need to. You could also select one idea at a time. 
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Here are some examples: 

Dear heavenly Father, we b ring before you our missionary family, the 

Griffiths . We pray that the- word of the Lord may speed ahead and be 

honoured as the Griffiths t alk to Portuguese people about the gospel 

of Jesus. We ask all of these things in the name of Jesus. (2 Thess 3:1) 

Dear Father in heaven, hel p us to truly believe that you are always 

close. Help us not to be anxious about anything. When we're worried, 

help us to pray to you with thanl<sgiving in our hearts. As we pray, 

remind us of the peace we have in Jesus that can calm our hearts and 

our minds. We ask all of this in the precious name of Jesus. (Phil 4:6-7) 

Dear God, your word tells us that when Jesus comes back, he will 

appear in the clouds of heaven with power and great glory; and that 

no-one knows wh en he will return. Please help us to be ready for his 

return. We pray this in the name of Jesus. (Matt 24:29-44) 

Dear Father in heaven, help us to bring honour to Jesus. Help us do 

good works and understan d you better. Please give us your power 

to keep trusting Jesus and to be joyful, patient and thanldul to you. 

Thank you that you have given us eternal life by taking us away from 

the rule of Satan and bringing us into the kingdom of your Son by 

saving us and forgiving u our sins. In Jesus' name we pray. (Col 1:9-14) 
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Prepare a selection of topics and people to pray about 
You could include: 

• missionaries by name with their latest prayer points 

• the ministry team leaders and leaders of your church 

• university ministries and Scripture in schools in your area 

• kids' ministry leaders in your church 

• non-Christian friends and family by name, asking that they will hear 

the gospel and have faith in Jesus 

• requests for discipline and consistency to draw near to God by reading 

the Bible and praying every day 

• marriages in your church or group 

• mission events coming up 

• specific sin that people have shared about and need help with 

• the development of the fruit of the Spirit-picking one area of growth 

to focus on (Gal s:22-23) 

• those who are elderly, sick, and grieving in your community or church 

• federal, state and local government and our prisons 

• Christians around the world who are persecuted for their faith in Jesus 

• praise and adoration-don't forget this. Sometimes it's worth asking 

people to pray 1-2 praise points that start with the words "Dear God, 

we praise you for being ... " or "Dear heavenly Father, we give you 

praise because Jesus is ... " 

In my experience, more often than not people don't understand the differ

ence between praise and thanksgiving, so they revert to thanking God for 

something he has done for us. While thanksgiving is good, it is useful to 

teach our people to praise God for who he is. Here is an example: 

Dear Father in heaven, we praise you that Jesus is the image of the 

invisible God, the firstborn of all creation. We give you praise that 

by him all things were created, in heaven and on earth, visible and 

invisible, whether thrones or dominions or rulers or authorities-all 

things were created through him and for him. In Jesus' name we pray. 

(Col 1:15-16) 
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Some weeks, you could t1y printing out a sheet of paper with some topics to 

pray about or some options of pre-prepared prayers. 

Originally published at GoThereFor.com and reproduced here with permis

sion. Available online: www.gotherefor.com/offer.php?intid=28517 
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